What **I DO** bring to my Advanced Placement Exam:

- **School or government issued valid photo ID**
- **Several sharpened No.2 pencils** with erasers (*NOT mechanical pencils*)
- **Pens with black or dark-blue ink** for free response section on most exams
- **A watch** that does not beep or have an alarm (in case the exam room does not have a clock that can be easily seen)
- **Social security number (optional)**. If provided, the number will appear on your AP score report
- **Up to two AP-authorized calculators** if you are taking an AP Biology, Calculus, Chemistry, Physics, or Statistics Exam (*please refer to apstudent.collegeboard.org/apcourse and click the link for your course for specific calculator policy*)
- **Ruler or straightedge** only if you are taking AP Physics Exam (protractors are not allowed)

What **I DO NOT** bring to my Advanced Placement Exam:

- **Electronic equipment**: including cell phone, Smartphone, laptop, tablet computer, portable listening or recording device (MP3 player, iPod, etc.) camera or other photographic equipment. **No device that can access the internet, nor any other electronic communication device.**
- **Unapproved aids**: Books, compasses, mechanical pencils, correction fluid/tape, dictionaries, highlighters, notes or colored pencils
- **Rulers, straightedges and protractors** (except for AP Physics exams)
- **Scratch paper** (notes can be made on portions of exam booklets)
- **Calculators** (except as noted for specific exams listed above)
- **Reference guides, keyboard maps** or other typing instructions.
- Watches that beep or have an alarm or smartwatches
- **Food or drink** (*except a snack for break which needs to be in a clear plastic bag labeled with your name and placed in the designated area - no food or drink is permitted at your desk*)
- **Clothing with subject-related information**

*PLEASE NOTE: If you bring a backpack or purse it will be placed in a secure location and you won’t have access to it until the exam is complete and you are dismissed.*
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